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June 30, 2014 
 
TO: City of Madison Landmarks Commission 
FROM: Louisa Kamps & Tim Pierce, home owners of 1840 Chadbourne Avenue 
 
 
Dear Ms Scanlon and the Landmarks Commission, 
 
We are the proud owners of the Jacob J. Kessenich House in University Heights. We 
applying to you for permission to undertake some essential maintenance work on 
our house this summer, and in the process, upgrade our great historic house’s 
energy efficiency with a new high R-value closed-foam attic insulation, a high-
efficiency a/c system, new insulated attic windows, and 3 modestly sized skylights. 
As of now our attic is used for storage/utility space. But since we’ll be replacing roof 
now because of its troubles (see below), we’d like to take advantage of the 
opportunity to increase light/ventilation in our attic to meet City building code 
standards for possible future finishing of the space. In the near term, though, we’d 
very much like to enjoy throughout the house more cozy warmth in the winter and 
less blistering heat – magnified by our proximity to the asphalt-paved Randall 
School parking lot – in the summertime. 
 
We are very much devoted to keeping this great landmark house – one of the very 
first in the neighborhood as we understand it – in fine condition. We are also 
scheduled to have the house painted freshly this summer and when that is done, we 
would like to take down and permanently remove black plastic shutters to better 
highlight the simple, beautiful lines of our folk-style Victorian house.   
 
Please see below more specifics on the details of what we’re proposing and do let us 
know if you have any questions or need more information prior to next month’s 
meeting. We’re happy to help the Landmarks Commission’s important process any 
way we can.  
 
Thank you for your time and attention. 
 
All best, 
 
 
 
Louisa Kamps and Tim Pierce 
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[Please note that proposed skylights widths vary front to back: this is because attic’s front rafters are set 
18 inches apart and rear rafters – in later addition – are set 14 inches apart. Please also see attached 
examples of unobtrusive, light- and space-enhancing skylights located on homes in a variety of styles 
throughout University Heights.] 
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